NetSuite Ship Central equips warehouse workers with packing and shipping capabilities, for both domestic and international orders, via a mobile or kiosk device. It eliminates unnecessary steps in the preparation and shipping process and helps organizations determine the best carrier based on delivery date or location type, print shipping labels, and create documentation.

Key Benefits

- **Ensure order accuracy.** Force scanning during packing ensures order accuracy and avoids costly mis-picks.

- **Increase labor efficiency.** Enable staff to pack partially picked orders, and use mobile devices to ensure accuracy.

- **Minimize shipping costs.** Compare shipping rates across multiple carriers to select the best option.

- **Decrease fulfillment costs.** Combine multiple orders into a single shipment, saving on unnecessary packaging and shipping costs.
Optimize Packing Processes

NetSuite Ship Central provides an additional layer of oversight to the packing process, ensuring each order contains the correct items before it goes out the door and avoiding expensive reshipments and unhappy customers.

- **Packing automation.** Provide step-by-step instructions for packers on what, and how, to pack orders. Using the mobile application, packers are prompted to scan and verify each item. This minimizes human error and provides an additional layer of checks and balances to ensure the correct items are sent to the customer.

- **Multicarton packing.** Further increase the efficiency of the packing process by allowing users to pack multiple orders at the same time.

- **Consolidate orders.** Automatically identify orders that are going to the same customer location and pack those items into a single shipment, saving on unnecessary packaging and shipping costs.

- **Print labels and packing lists.** Print customizable carton labels, pallet labels, and packing lists as part of the packing process.

- **Scale integration.** Capture weights directly from the scale to avoid errors from manual entry.

- **Pack partially picked orders.** Pack an order that is in a partially picked status and stage it to merge with the rest of the order before shipping.

- **Staging after packing.** Stage an order after packing to different areas of the warehouse to help control the flow of goods in the shipping process.

- **Palletization and shipments.** Load cartons on a pallet within a shipment and track EDI data.

Provide step-by-step, per-order instructions for packers on what, and how, to pack.
**Streamline Shipping**

NetSuite Ship Central eliminates unnecessary steps in the shipping process and helps customers optimize fulfillment processes and minimize shipping costs and transit times.

- **Select the optimal shipping carrier.** Manually staying up-to-date on service and rate changes across multiple carriers is nearly impossible. NetSuite Ship Central allows fulfillment staff to effectively select the best shipping carrier based on delivery date or location type.

- **Consolidate shipping information.** The new application puts all packing and shipping information and instructions in one place, automating unnecessary steps in the preparation and shipping process, such as printing shipping labels, creating the required shipping documentation, and tracking shipments.

- **Accurately track orders and shipments.** Roles and dashboards designed for warehouse staff and managers let team members easily track the status of orders and pending shipments.

*Increase shipping efficiency* by consolidating multiple orders going to the same.